Google Snatch 2 - The FREE Click Formula 3.0

Google rankings or FREE server blowing traffic...? Your CHOICE!
[Close]

"Google's Whistle Blower Reveals
FREE Cash Loopholes After Making Himself
$2,614.29 A Day!"
The FREE Click Formula 3.0 Reveals 'SECRETS' Used To Generate A FLOOD Of FREE Cash
Paying Visitors From Every 'Single' Corner Of The Web ... All Without Spending A Single
Penny On Advertising!
Most importantly ... it has got NOTHING to do with Adwords, domain names, eBay,
Adsense, MLM, SEO, Gambling, Articles, Direct Mail or even List Building!
What it exposes is the NEVER-TALKED 'extended' Free Click Formula hidden deeply
inside Google's vault AND now also the encrypted vaults of every HUGE website that
brings in a storm of FREE traffic. Techniques NOBODY wants to reveal, even your socalled guru friends...
... and for being a constant 'guru' shopper you are being misled to FAIL on purpose. I
know ... as the day I STOPPED listening to THEM was the day I started cashing in
ridiculous amounts of money from products, services AND affiliate products.
So no matter what the gurus want you to believe … believe this ... I CAN'T personally tell you
anything about paid traffic because that's NOT my expertize. But what I can tell you is ... every precise
step to 'FREE' traffic explosion to the absolute detail that is generating me $2,614.29 a DAY!
Are you still in more debt using Google Adwords? Have you started paying a lot more money lately? I
know it isn't easy, but what if I told you ... you can get the SAME amount of traffic as Google, instead
they're FREE AND takes less than a minute to get started??
Web 2.0 Web 2.0 Web 2.0? Is there really a buzz or are we just helping the gurus with their BUZZ, eh
gurus? Which then gives them the opportunity to sell you products for over $1,000 simply because they
make it a complete 'you gotta BUY this to know' mystery.
Now why is everyone SHOUTING 'videos are taking over, check out YouTube!' ... so why is it that Google
has STILL NOT made any 'profit' from their $1.65 BILLION investment??
Does all this make sense so far?
Now the question you need to ask yourself is what, where, who and how can YOU bring in the real
'FREE' traffic like I'm doing using nothing but The Free Click Formula 3.0?

Proof: $24,227.7 in 15 days
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$3,569.61 in a day too...

From the Desk of Latif
Location: Unknown
Dear Entrepreneur,
Whether you're a newbie, grass-root affiliate or business owner working online, full or even part time
trying to make money online then you need to stop whatever you're doing and listen carefully.
Because today I'm going to expose every FREE traffic trick that has been hidden away in every super
affiliate and gurus vault.
I'm going to tell you EXACTLY what you need to do to get a LOT of TRAFFIC for FREE. First I will tell
you the foundations, then I will reveal MY FORMULA, as you can't get them from anyone
else. I'll break them into pieces of actionable blueprints, flowcharts, diagrams, mindmaps
the LOT!
I'll bring it down to the exact precise detail that works every time regardless of the market, niche or
service you're trying to reach potential customers with. Then you'll kick yourself when the traffic rolls in.
'Where have you been all my life?' ... well all I can say, at least you've found me now!
... but above all, I'll reveal the FREE Click Formula 3.0.
As you're probably aware, money CAN be made on the internet but all you really need is the RIGHT
guidance. A guide that 'really' cuts out the crap and gets to the point.
If you've gambled your money on Adwords, pampered your pages with the latest SEO techniques or even
'attempted' making money online with products or services then you MUST read every single word on
this page ... it's that important because you're being lied to repetitively over and over again...
The gurus that send you emails every week aren't your friends, you should know that by now, you're just
another customer. If he was really your friend then he'll reply to you personally instead of 'John' from
customer support ... right? So it's time to level with them using 'real' insider secrets that they use
constantly over and over again, whilst selling you other diluted methods and outdated crap!

How To Make A Full Time Living Online Without
Spending A Dime On Advertising
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I'll tell you now ... this isn’t some slick marketing trick to get you into a 'I gotta have this' frenzy mode.
NO! But what I can tell you is ... I have over 5,000 raving clients across the GLOBE, from the UK, US,
France, Germany, Canada, New Zealand, Australia, Africa, Mexico, Middle East, China you name it.
You see there are 2 choices … either you pay for traffic or you get it free. Me and thousands of others love
the FREE Click Formula. However it is I who knows the tricks of masters to masters and can connect dots
together to get server blowing traffic.
So why would you want to pay for traffic when it's so easy to get it FREE? Paid traffic is good in it’s own
park but that’s a different ball game altogether. As like me and over 5,000 trained affiliates we HATE to
pay!

"With all the buzz about Google Adwords, it seems like people have
forgotten the best source of traffic in the world... FREE traffic!
Latif is an established expert on getting free traffic from search
engines and social media sites, and he's poured his knowledge into one
of the best guides you can buy for the money.
Most marketers are more than happy to charge thousands of dollars
for what Latif is practically giving you for free here.
Take my advice and buy this course. Just one of his free traffic
strategies will more than pay for your investment.
Michael Rasmussen
MiniSiteProfitsExposed.com

"I actually thought it was damn near impossible to pull traffic off Google for FREE, or
at least that it was dependant on understanding some incredibly complex SEO algorithm.
You proved me wrong last time and you just DID IT AGAIN NOW!!
You started off in your bedroom taking on Fortune 500 Companies in the insurance
market where even I know the Clicks are EXPENSIVE.
And you do it all with PAYING?!?!
The FREE Click Formula 3.0 not only has the blueprints and mindmaps including
the MASTER mindmap but your FREE resource section is worth more than the
book itself.
I know people pay for some resources you mentioned and you're giving them away free?
It's nice to know non-gurus are actually helping people make a living online.
Keep up the good work.
Chris X
DayJobKiller.com
GoogleAssassin.com / DJKNemesis.com
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So let me recap what's been happening ...
Since October 2007 I have been bombarded by every person on the internet, not just for internet
marketing but also for every other possible niche, skilled from newbies, intermediates, advanced, gurus
to multi-national companies.
How do you get free traffic?
or...
I don't want to pay for traffic anymore, what should I do?
Also in that time I didn't give Google a single hard earned red cent ... not a single penny to crank their
multi-million dollar Adword system.
That's right ... so straight up, it's time to 'FREEZE' your Google Adwords and any other Pay-Per-Click
account, as you will NEVER spend a penny on getting traffic ever again after you've applied this! Over
5,000 'ordinary' people have done this and now it's your turn.
However before October 2007 ... NOBODY knew of me. I put together my 'personal' blueprint for the
world to see how easy it IS to make money online without spending a dime on advertising. Within 3 days
I had over 2,600,000 million pages on Google mentioning my Google Snatch product ... in ONLY 3
DAYS!!! And that's just from ONE web source.
There was NO so called product launch ... I put the product together myself, made a few videos and
released it. I didn't know a single internet marketer or guru at the time so there were NO JV partners to
help promote it to the masses. However I created such an 'awe' all over the internet that I made friends
with people across the globe overnight, including the BIG named gurus.
What everybody liked about me was that I actually revealed my 'ACTUAL' blueprint on how to bring in a
planet load of visitors for free... ALL without spending a penny on Adwords. Everybody else was cleaning
up their credit cards, getting close to losing their homes or much worse, getting 'very' close to divorce.
Sure ... we all bought books, got slapped around, stepped on because we are the little people. But it
doesn't need to be that way if ONLY you know how.
I'll admit I even went to those HIGH ticket seminars where they tell you to get up and raise your hands
and these so-called Mastermind 'GROUP' meetings where you just sit there and STARE at each others
face!
I've rubbed shoulders with high profile marketing gurus ... and there's not ONE thing they could tell me
that I didn't already know! I mean come on ... these guys are the 'Dawgs' in internet marketing and
here's me, the little guy hoping, 'tell me something I don't already know!'
I didn't fork out $10,000 for an event to to hear what I've already read in a FREE ebook! I mean how
lame is that?
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"Hey Mo,
All I can say is 'wow!'
I actually thought there was just ONE blueprint and ONE mindmap ...
instead I got 16 in total. I can't understand why you even released it?
This is a powerhouse of a manual as you break every piece down to
exectue STEP by STEP to get tons of visitors for FREE!
The home made video is real proof to how anyone working from home
can do EXACTLY what you're doing. How can people actually go
wrong with the 8 mindmaps and 8 Blueprints and not to forget the
MASTER mindmap??
Excellent job piece of art."
Rob Benwell
BloggingToTheBank.com

The Interent Marketing CIRCLE...
Either You're IN or YOU'RE OUT!
The fact is ... these internet gurus DO have a close knit political circle just like in the elections. If you're a
Republican (guru) you're in and if you're a Democrat (ordinary guy) you're out! They can do million
dollar launches as MOST gurus are in it together. But that's the way it is.
A guru is promoting another guru, then another is promoting another guru. The emails you see in your
inbox are from gurus selling each others products. Have you seen a recent launch with every guru
promoting the heck out of it?
Okay forget that ... what about... have you ever ever ever seen a guru promote an ordinary guy? Not
once ... so try joining the Republicans as it ain't happening! :-)
Anyway buying from all the top gurus made me realize ONE thing...
Don't open the email. PERIOD!!!
No matter how interesting the subject line is ... DON'T! Gurus can spend upto $50,000 on a sales pitch
whose ultimate JOB is to hypnotize you to buy more. Has a guru ever sent you something of 'real value'
without manipulating you to buy from his yet another, buddy guru?
Now let's ask ourselves this?
Are we fed up with gurus taking all the money whilst they constantly feed us rehashed junk over and over
again. We're sold extraordinary formulas to a technique that will take us years to solve and figure out ...
long enough for Web 4.0 to comes along and we're STILL trying to make our first dollar.
I know because I was doing exactly what you're doing right now ... searching high and low for the
'answer' in a ton of ebooks and courses. I kept looking, looking and looking. Did I ever find the FREE
Click Formula through the tons of books I've purchased over several years? Never!
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"Hey Latif
It's a simple fact that there's a whole lot of people online who
are NOT willing to pay to get web traffic.
But your $18k week using your Google Snatch 2 formula will open
many eyes on how you get FREE quality web traffic all while
cranking-in profits...
So what you have been working on is exactly what these people
are looking for!
According to your videos I saw... GS2 is like a Dream-Come-True
Formula AND for anyone who wants to get massive free clicks
flooding their websites with the hope of leaving their day job - this
is it!!"
Michael Nicholas
ImpactInfoMarketing.com
Read The Newsletter The Gurus Read!

I learnt it the HARD way and then I did it differently my way. I absorbed every piece of internet
marketing material there was to buy. I probably spent over $100,000! Not because I had money to
waste BUT I wanted to know the answer. The million dollar question that you're still trying to answer
TODAY.
It hasn't worked ... has it? But TODAY it WILL ... just keep reading!
We do end up buying junk, hidden behind sales copy written by masters in copywriting ... but why
doesn't it make us money?
And before you ask ... I personally wrote this page within 24 hours (except the images - I'm crap at that
and someone else did them for me). I didn't spend days testing to see how I could capture your attention
and convince you, 'you NEED this!' No ... I could write it quickly because this is MY situation of how it
was and how I used my own formula to change my life around.
So why is that we feel there is something missing they're (gurus) not telling us once we finish reading?
Do you think we WANT to be poor? Do you think we enjoy wasting our 'precious' time looking for yet
again the next 'traffic' puzzle?
We want answers AND we want them STEP by STEP.
We want to know HOW to do it exactly
We want to know exactly what techniques are used to make the 7 figures you keep
boasting about
We want the exact details ... details ... details!
Does this sound familiar...? So you can imagine how 'pissed' (sorry for being blunt) off I was when I was
looking back then and didn't know the answer to the question you are still trying to answer today?
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"You might have read every traffic guide under the sun, attended a bunch of seminars on
the topic and watched countless DVD's on this subject, but you are missing something...
That something is 'The Free Click Formula' that will shake up the game, and knock a few
big name marketers of their perch... Google Snatch 2.
What Latif has put together here is going to change the way you think about Google, and
traffic generation for a good time to come, this is the new industry standard...
Google Snatch 2 contains every single free traffic generating method known to man, all
detailed and broken down so anyone can understand and implement.
No stone is left unturned, everything is exposed, with devastating consequences.
And since I know many of you are tired of throwing money away on Adwords, Google
Snatch's Free Click Formula is here to save you and push you in the right direction
towards swarms of online traffic, and profits.
I highly recommend you take this course, study it, print it out and read five times over,
because what you will have is the blueprint and mindmap to masses of free traffic
from Google, and the chance to start making even more online than you ever dreamed
of...
Take action now, you will not look back!"
Steven Lee Jones
GoogleMassacre.com

I'm not talking about paid traffic that builds more fear every time you think of doing it. I'm talking about
free traffic ... FREE traffic from places you even thought were a complete waste of time. I'm talking about
traffic that will keep coming even when you forget you applied that technique several years ago. I'm
talking about ever-lasting FREE traffic!
You see the problem with paid traffic is ... the visitors knows it's paid. They're not stupid, they can see
your ads on Google a mile off. You'd get away with it a couple of years ago but today your ads are
screaming out of the page saying 'I'm an ad, click me AND buy me'.
Thus the way they see it... you're forcing them to pay for your product or service so the mindset is still
hesitant about what you have to offer even when they've clicked through. A couple of back and forth
clicks and there goes your daily limit. Now you're oblivious to them... that's right... just like that. Your pay
per click account caps out and you're lost in translation!!!
Sales Pressure = NO Sale
Now with my FREE Click Formula ... they want to know more about your product or service and can't
wait to get their hands on it. So they click back and forth doing research and 'wow', you're still there as
there is NO daily cap with FREE traffic. You can't even stop the free traffic even if your website goes
DOWN!!!
NO Pressure = More Sales

The Truth is About to Unfold...
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In the process this is what I learnt ... we are only trying to make things complicated for ourselves. We
THINK we need to be more intelligent than the average to be able to make money online. This is NOT
true. We TAKE simple things and MAKE them complicated ourselves as simplicity is NOT the answer we
are looking for because it seems too good to be true. The fact is ... it is too good to be true!
But there's a catch! A bummer actually for people who want to hear my daily spend. NIL!!!

I CLOSED MY ADWORDS ACCOUNT!
I wasn't spending a single dime on traffic and it was all FREE. My techniques were putting all 3, white,
gray and black hats ALL to shame! The reason we fail is because we are missing critical elements of
a code. You could claim once you download the book that I use white, gray and black hat, however what I
can tell you is this ...
I HAVE NEVER BEEN THROWN OUT OF ANY SEARCH ENGINE, WHETHER IT'S GOOGLE, YAHOO
OR MSN! I've never had a domain name ceased, never had any of my accounts suspended, never had my
Paypal suspended, never had Clickbank freeze me, never had a problem with Commission Junction, no
Google Slap, no supplementary indexation and never have been placed in the Google mysterious
Sandbox, or was there ever one???
What you will learn with my secret formula is actually 'hardcoded' and straight to the point, a step
by step formula and ultimately the non guru type information. Otherwise you can continue to literally
still throw thousands of dollars on junk information over the years, trying to learn the next gimmick or
continue using Adwords excessively making Google richer and richer.
I'm talking step by step instructions with mindmaps that will structure the plan of execution, blueprints
that will show you the process of execution AND master blueprints that will connect ALL the execution
plan TOGETHER!
I practically use the SAME Free Click Formula in every market or niche, even on affiliate
products and duplicate my success over and over again with astonishing results EVERY
TIME!

"Thanks for letting me in on your little (huge) formula for making big (massive) payouts
using FREE traffic from Google!
There is so much in this book it's hard to find an area you don't expose and show how
to milk it. Its far from all those other ebooks that show you a basic overview and then
leave out the meat and potatoes ;)
But, I was about to email you....
Where do I start???
Then I saw the bonuses. The blueprints and mindmaps where a great help, they
really break it all down into simple steps. They are now part of my battle plan and will
be used each time I set up a site or one of my money making Squidoo Lenses.
I have also printed out the main book and have no doubt I will be referring to it constainly
to use your methods of finding more targeted traffic."

Karl Pemberton
SquidooAffiliateDestruction.com
Author of 'The Secret Cash Machine on Squidoo'
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And now I'm going to give you some BAD news:
Web 2.0 SUCKS ... and search engines suck even MORE...
You see search engines are making it more and more difficult to get high, ever lasting rankings. SEO
seems to be getting really scientific. A 'dude' comes along and takes over your position in a day. Then
another 'dude' comes along and takes his position, then another then another.
What you MUST understand is ... search engines alone CAN'T help US anymore! I bet you didn't
want to hear that.
Back in the days it was serious child's play. You could get instant rankings within minutes and could
gooble up all the customers ALONE! Can you do that now??
Didn't think so...
So who am I and why should you listen to me?
My name is Latif and I have worked several years underground before I was nagged to come to surface to
reveal my FREE Click Formula that was making me a killing MOSTLY on 'autopilot' using nothing but
FREE traffic.
That's right I don't pay for a single visitor, they're free AND they come from every corner of the web. So
my original mistake was ... I should have STAYED underground and out of the limelight! I now feel an
absolute 'IDIOT' to come out...

"Hey Latif,
I used to be confused about how to get free traffic and just used
Adwords - thanks to you I am now building a new site that will
attract free traffic by the bucketloads!
I'll be closing my Adwords account real soon, if anyone else wants
to stop wasting their hard earned cash on traffic they could get for
free - my advice is invest in Google Snatch 2 now!"
Dave Gale
NicheSuccessSystem.com

Some marketers heard of me and wanted me to document my formula. I was hassled for month, so in
retaliation I created Google Snatch with no hope of 'real' success. Not because I wasn't confident about
my techniques but was reluctant to tell the world about it. I sold over 5,000 copies!
I was to the POINT!

Free Traffic Seekers ONLY...
10 months have gone by and everyone is kicking my door down to know the next BIGGER, MEANER and
MONSTROUS way of getting FREE traffic that 'eventually' blows hosting servers. But let me show you
some proof to prove my point.
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Here are some of my website traffic stats...

Doesn't seem much does it? However this site lately made me over £9,000 in 7 days which is equivalent
to $18,000!

Did you miss the 'LIVE' RAW & UNCUT video
I did in my living room showing you this proof?

Your Name :
Your E-Mail :
Show Me The Video!

See below... online proof and then the physical proof!
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Now would you call the image below, server blowing traffic? 125,116 FREE 'TARGETED' TRAFFIC a
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month.

Okay how about this?

This is a screen shot from my Google Analytics account which reached 900 visitors a DAY! (note: theses are NOT
'hits', they're FREE visitors)

I was never a fan of Clickbank as the payouts were in small numbers but I couldn't resist the FREE
money as it was terribly easy ... so how about some Clickbank numbers?

$2,346.87 a day from FREE traffic!

Not impressed? What about these?
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$2,089.20 a day

This was all done WITHOUT GOOGLE ADWORDS!!
Introducing ...

It may all seem unbelievable but numbers don't lie. I'll reveal the exact step by step Free Click Formula
3.0 in a minute. But first let me share something with you ... I'm not a genius nor do I come from a rich
mathematical background or even had any form of special SAS training.
I'm the average guy you'll talk to and wouldn't think much off. So I'll share something with you so you
can feel the same frustration I had that's holding YOU back today.
Actually to be frank ... I hate my history which was 'full' of financial problems ... but when I speak to
people today who are trying to get an avalanche of FREE traffic or trying to at least make their first dollar
online...
I can see the frustration in their eyes. I can feel the worn out frown on their fake smile. I
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can sense the question they 'really' want to know the answer to. I can figure out they
desperately want to get out of debt BUT instead they resist and talk about the weather instead.
Sounds familar?
Did you get rejected or you just didn't have the heart to ask the 'real' question?
I can tell you a lot of things I've learnt to be very successful. Did you know you could practically own
every 1 to 10 listing on the first page of Google? I bet you've heard it so many times and yet STILL you
haven't achieved it?

"Hey Mo,
Google Snatch 2 ROCKS! The first Google Snatch was solid, but this release is simply
killer... many of your methods are lethal, and there is nothing better than making huge
sums of money from FREE traffic.
Your tips and strategies are awesome, and I've already started implementing them in my
business... in the last 3 days, I've had an extra 250 unique visitors a day to my site, which
has resulted in an extra $500 in my account.
Thank You for releasing such killer information Mo!"
Andrew X
GoogleMagicFormula.com

Did you know you can take over multiple spots of FREE traffic which literally takes minutes to unravel?
Shouldn't everyone have access to this knowledge and have the chance to compete against these big so
called internet gurus.
Introducing THE MINDMAPS...
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It's sad and it's true for me too ... as even I was in your shoes, working 18+ hour days, glued myself to the
desk but that was when I had a desktop computer. After I bought a laptop I'll take it into bed for more
FREE traffic investigations. I know I was onto something eventually but didn't know exactly 'what!'
Sound familiar?
My FIRST car wasn't even mine until 3 years later as it belonged to my dad. You can imagine the
frustration when you can't 'access' the car when you desperately NEED it. So when I did buy my first
car ... it was on credit that took me 3 years to pay off - the hard way. I promised myself never to get
anything on credit again!

From 'Jughead' To Lawyer...
I've worked in a pizza manufacturing firm where I lasted ONLY 3 weeks. The same pizzas you buy from
Asda (Wal-Mart), the really cheap ones. I hated the job the second I walked in. They made me wear a
stupid hat with a stupid overcoat and to top it up some very ugly plastic shoes. I looked like a clown
dressed from the slaughter house but to them it was called 'safety procedure'.
It was the third day when I realized, this is NOT for me. My friends worked there too, instead they
enjoyed it ... and called it a 'secure' JOB.
I couldn't believe what I was hearing. I remember at school and everyone had these amazing dreams of
being someone. Someone who would have no financial worries of any kind, like a doctor, lawyer or an
architect ... remember those days?
So all I could do was stare in their face. I was utterly speechless. Was I the only person who wanted more
from life than being a 'shift' worker? I'd be given tasks like I was a 'jughead' which made me feel
completely STUPID!
Looking back and I can honestly say from the number of friends I have only a small handful are doing
'exceptionally' well. One even works for Google (hint hint).
But wait here's the funny thing ... 95% of them work in an 'INTERNET RELATED BUSINESS'. Shocking
eh?
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Anyway back to history ...
I fantasized all the time about being rich, having no money worries, having my own businesses and
making millions every year. But in everyone elses eyes ... I was a complete idiot for even thinking like
that! Everyone still seems to think the internet will go away. Well has it ... ?
Introducing THE BLUEPRINTS...

You see my parents wanted me to be a doctor or a lawyer, someone of such extreme calibre that people
would say... 'wow, you're a lawyer!' They wanted me to be a known figure amongst the community and
above all very INTELLIGENT.
But you tell me ... 'how many 'intelligent' people do you know that are rich?' I said 'intelligent'
NOT 'smart', as there's a BIG difference!
But a lawyer wasn't what I wanted to be ... firstly I hate to remember things that are of no interest to me.
Neither was I looking forward to spending 5 years of my life in intensive legal training!
Instead I did better ... I entered the aggressive insurance market online and broke the record from my
bedroom and on my OWN. I employ 'countless' lawyers and still I have a 12 months waiting list for others
who want to be employed ... and that's just one internet business of mine. At least my parents are happy
with one thing now.
'Where's you going son?' ... 'Erm I've got a meeting with my lawyers' ... ' Good boy ... keep up the good
work.' I think I should now tell them I'm not a lawyer but I employ them instead.
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"Google Snatch changes the Game completely, utterly and totally!
Free traffic from Google? Check... Massive profits from Google?
Check... Easy to implement? Check...
I know you've seen a ton of these 'Google' products but GS2, is so
different... it is a cut above the rest. This is what YOU need to gain an
unfair advantage over your competitors.
Get this and be ahead of 95% of all other affiliate marketers!"
Dylan Loh
ProfitingTips.com

Rise of an Entrepreneur
I knew I had the entrepreneur inside me but never knew how to bring it to out. I use to stay up at night
and stare at the ceiling for hours and just before my eyes close, the alarm bell goes off! These kinds of
days went on for years, thinking I'll save some money to start a business soon. That soon wasn't soon at
all!
At the time, the internet was new and I would hear stories of people making millions without putting any
money down. Did I have a clue what the internet 'exactly' was? NOPE!
So I started my journey like the rest of the millions of people who do every day ... I went online to become
rich, well at least richer than my current position. I didn't have a clue where to start so ended up getting
some help. I started off subscribing to every affiliate program, every newsletter offer, every guru list, free
report deal then eventually started buying. I bought a ton of books only to realize this DOESN'T work.
I gave up !!! I left my machine with the material to rot on my hard drive. I was hurt after spending several
years wasting money, time and effort and in the END I had 'NOTHING' to show for it.
Several months went by without finding 'real' work (a job) and I started hearing rumours ... 'internet'
success stories on National TV. It was all over the news ... it was working for everybody expect me so I
had to decide what to do next ...
I made a decision ... I'm going to go all the way now, no matter how long it takes me. I'm getting the
riches this time!
So I started again ... worked, worked and worked some more. I bought more material ... but after
investigating book after book, the only answer that was missing was to the 'Traffic' question. Where and
how do you get visitors?
Fair enough the idea and concept was there ... but it just didn't do anything. I needed people (visitors) to
come to my website. How on earth do I do that?
I couldn't afford to pay for traffic as I was burning it ALL buying 'incomplete' material. So free traffic
generation was my option. Actually it was my ONLY option!
Now don't get me wrong ... I was so eager to pay for traffic but I was scared at the time. If I didn't make
my money back after spending it on advertising then what do I live off? 'Who was going to pay the
bills?' ... 'Who was going to put the food on the table?' ... 'How will I survive?'
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"Hey Latif,
Just wanted to drop you a quick note about Google Snatch 2. This
takes free traffic to a new level, leaving not a stone unturned...
I’m pretty handy with it myself, but I have to say, there are a pile of
resources and tricks you included that I hadn’t come across earlier.
This is going to make a difference, right now, as those extra links
and sources are just what I needed to put the competition back in
the basement. After reading the later chapters, I now understand
full well how you snatched deadly expensive clicks from the big
boys like it’s a walk in the park.
Nice one mate,
Alex Goad
AffiliatePayload.com

So effectively I FEARED if I spent the money then how 'would' I have survived to tell you this TRUE
story?
I gripped ahold of myself and went head to head with FREE traffic generation. It was an easy decision as
the only thing that would go to waste was time and I had plently of that!

A Quitter Never Wins
A Winner Never Quits
This ultimately changed my life forever. I still have those same words on my wall staring at me whenever
I walk into my room. Yes ... it did all start in my bedroom.
I locked myself away from the real world and studied, applied, tweaked and tested. Like I said earlier I
knew I was onto something eventually but now I was getting closer.
It was an absolute pain, the daily 18+ hours (remember those?), the thought of I'm nearly there (just one
more day and I'll crack the code), the constant failures like Einstein but to invent the Free Click Formula.
But I do remember every single one of those long hard days ... I look back and think, yes I DID go
through that phase, but not anymore!
As ONE day ... a visitor paid me money ... it finally happened ... I was hysterical! I made my first sale. I
was shocked with my eyes wide open staring at the dollar that appeared on my screen! I logged out of my
account and logged in again. It was still there ... it finally happened ... at last.
Now think about this ... how would you feel when you'll witness, first hand that 'someone' from the
mysterious 'web' deposited money into your account? That same 'someone' you don't know, never met,
never spoke to, gave you money for a product a service you offered?
I did something right and it worked. Then I went deeper and studied some more, applied and tweaked
some more. It worked again ... but like everything in life we get lucky sometimes.
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So I jumped in with both feet wet ... I did a lot more work and my income started jumping into BIGGER
numbers.
$200, $900, $1,300, $2,100, $4,300, $9,300... and the day I broke 5 figures a month I was rich. I was
making 5 figures a month and to me (inside my head) I was the richest man alive. After a while I thought
if I can make 5 figures a month ... then why can't I make 6 figures a month?
So now I compete with BIG Fortune 500 corporations who have advertising budgets of over $10,000,000
PLUS and I will teach you the exact same. Online I can show you my exact secrets that I deploy to beat
such businesses, as at the end of the day I'm laughing to the bank because I didn't spend a dime to make
any of that money.
I'm not going to boast and say it took 6 months because it didn't! I have been working constantly for the
last 3/4 years perfecting the formula. It's just in the last 10 months I could see myself in the mirror as a
human being again. I had even lost weight in the process working too much at cracking the Google code!
So let’s face it … Traffic is everything to making money online and in my case FREE traffic is everything
as without it ... you won't make a dime like I did back then for me either.
Yes ... big players and gurus can talk about their 6 – 7 figure lists and who made a million last month …
but the one thing that made this a reality in the first place was … TRAFFIC and lots of it.

Is This THE Perfect Deal?
Let me break this down for you.
• Do you know what a website is?
• Do you know what a sales copy is?
• Do you know what a product is?
• Do you know what a list is?
• Do you know how to write an email?
If you’ve answered at least ONE of them as YES then why aren’t you making money?
Yes I know, gurus and of the likes tell you need this and you need that. BUT and this is a BIG but … have
they EVER revealed to you how to get so much traffic like they do and apologise later to say ‘Our servers
have blown out. Please bear with us as we get this fixed?’
Nice for them as they know exactly how to blow their OWN servers and make you jealous. Plus to top it
up … they have enough money to spend on advertising, absolutely nothing compared to what you have in
your pocket. We’re talking 6 – 7 figures a month and that’s JUST on advertising AND not to forget their
'social' power.
They promise to make you a millionaires within a year or 2 but I know you’re not that stupid. You want to
be realistic … right?
Did they become millionaires within a year? Didn’t think so! So why are they promising you the world of
riches if they didn’t accomplish it in the first place?
Then they bring you to their master classes breaking yet another $10,000 in YOUR bank … but for what?
Making you more broke? Is this their ‘perfect’ way of really bringing you to the gutter?
They 'sincerely' want to help you?! They'll 'show' you where to go … but then what? Sit on your backside
until you finally worked it out YOURSELF … ‘oh that didn’t work!’
Then they bring you another and claim it to be the ultimate traffic generating, ass-kicking solution to
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make YOU a lot of money instantly, but before you do that ... ensure you check out my page? (... and don't
forget to click on those ads - hint hint)
‘Do’h!’
You’re just helping THEM make more money!
Then you get anther theory, do this and watch those visitors rush to your site? So you try it … right? You
do as they tell you and then you check your stats every 10 minutes. Not ONE visitor!
You see I'm putting my neck on the line here as I do this day in day out. I use my OWN formula, the exact
same FREE Click Formula I will be revealing to you, every precise step.

"Hey Mo,
You always seem to be one step ahead of me...
It's like you have some special "Google Magic Mojo!"
I don't know how you managed to do it... I am glad that Google Snatch 2 is
now part of my free traffic arsenal.
Thanks again...For sharing your secrets...
Craig Beckta
SecretAffiliateCode.com

I DON'T make a nice living on the internet anymore. I make a KILLING! I did make SIX figures over the
past year but NOW I make SEVEN figures a year and I do it all without paying Google Adwords as all the
traffic I get to my websites is FREE!
So here's the idea ... I'm going to reveal 'every trick' I know about FREE traffic generation. Without traffic
(visitors) you can't possibly make money, but I'm sure you already know that.
So let me tell you this fact:
You didn't stumble upon this site by chance. You were brought here ... think how you got here? Did I pay
someone to get you here? NO! You are a FREE visitor on my website. I led YOU to this website for FREE
without paying to advertise!
This is the real stuff ... the Tony Jaa stuff in the martial arts world, the 50 Cent stuff in the music
industry, the Shrek revolution in the cartoon industry. This, my friend, is the stuff in the Make Me Money
Without Money Down industry!
This is the real deal behind making money, whether you're an affiliate, a business owner or just want to
make money, this is where I make the gurus RUN faster than superman!
So What's INSIDE 'The FREE Click Formula 3.0 ...?'
How to finally stop going broke on Adwords using the Free Click Formula 3.0
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How to easily have 1,000s of websites promoting you for free and insanely give you
the commission for doing so too
How to take advantage of 'secret' locations that will bring you multiple positions on
Google
How to NEVER worry about 'breaking even' ever again ... always profit, profit and
more profit
How to explode your exposure across the entire WWW
How visitors will take action regardless how crap your site is
Why jumping on the next bandwagon is only effortlessly going to clean your bank
account within a couple of hours
Why SEO on it’s own doesn’t mean or stand for anything anymore
How to leech off other major websites for free, the ones that have PR 8 & 9!
Where the FREE traffic is that will blow your servers
How to bring Google to it's knees the minute you do this (it's got nothing to do with
sitemaps or submitting to site directories)
How you can ethically spy on your competitors and see what they’re doing EXACTLY!
How to let others bring you an avalanche of customers
How to get seen by thousands of visitors in as little as 10 minutes
Why YOU should BRAND like a Fortune 500 Company (it's not what you're thinking)
How the header of your website can bring in upto 90% of your TOTAL
sales (this it totally crazy)
How to get your product or service in front of a MASSIVE CROWD by simply
clicking 'Send'
How you can use the TOP 500 sites in the world for FREE traffic, (an audience of
more than 1 BILLION users) without paying a DIME!
How to 'roll-out' an explosive traffic generating strategy
How to shoot your Alexa ranking through the roof with more sales and clicks EVEN
when you're below competitors in ranking
How to TAKEOVER multiple positions on the 1st page of Google
Why Firefox is first choice for webmaster than Internet Explorer ... it's not the browser
itself ... it's SOMETHING they offer for FREE
How to exploit the TOP 10 sites in the world to your advantage and they DON'T
charge you for advertising
Why content has changed forever... (it just got shorter ... very short)
The MOST powerful SEO tool in the WORLD ... and it's FREE! (this isn't about SEO,
I'm just giving you some free stuff as you might pay for it else where)
How to dominate the 1st, 2nd, 3rd , 5th, even the 7th position of any search
engine, including Google, Yahoo and MSN, within the SAME page
How to leverage off more sites that rank high in the search engines when the holding
site looses it's credibilty
How to steal your competitors customers effortlessly
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How to explode your customer base with an abundance of targeted customers and
where to get them
Reasons why NOT to use auto submission tools
The Google man, Matt Cutt's ancient 'hidden' secret exposed. A technique you
actually thought was DEAD!
How to make money WITHOUT owning a single website
How to get INSTANT rankings across the entire 'network' of search engines
A FREE tool that would normally cost you $97 a month (this is gonna cheese off
some BIG named gurus and could effectively shut down their operation)
How to get your website in front of thousands of cities and over 50 countries
(think you can handle that?)
and much, much more...

So I can tell you now... I truely have mastered my Free Click Formula 3.0 that explodes my servers. The
ones that NOW makes me 7 figures a year.
I'll be honest with you, I didn't get lucky. No, not one single bit. I studied, read every cover about
marketing, SEO, PPC, list building, blogging, Web 2.0, Adwords... you name it. I only picked the winners
that worked and kept using them over and over again.
The true blueprints and mindmaps that works in ANY marketplace or niche. I'll even show you one of my
niche sites in the book that generates a killing for me. NO MATTER WHAT MARKET YOU'RE IN,
THESE BLUEPRINTS & MINDMAPS WORK. PERIOD!!
Now I don't expect you to skyrocket to 6 0r even 7 figures overnight... but what I will tell you is your 'cash
in the bank' WILL! As this is all I use ... and STILL use it today.
I've also gotten into this stupid habit of NOT checking my account with affiliate products. I know it
sounds crazy, but I still receive checks in my Paypal account for websites that I promoted months and
months ago.

Money Will Come To YOU For Work You Did MONTHS Ago. But
Most Importantly You Won't Be Worried About Your Adwords
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Account Anymore!
Wouldn't that be a great feeling? Money popping up in your bank account, your Paypal account and even
through your letterbox.
My intensions aren't to put you off here, I'm just making you aware that the formula I use WORK for
weeks and months in hand. SEO is like pampering a child to be perfect in the ever changing world and
Adwords is your Vegas slot machine. The Free Click Formula 3.0 will do one thing and one thing ONLY!
To MAKE YOU ... MONEY!
Don't get me wrong, Adwords is a method of getting clicks, the ONLY downside is ... you HAVE to pay for
it!
I on the other hand bring visitors to my site FOR FREE that put a bucket load of cash in my accounts,
whether I'm at the PC, the playing field, in a different country or even when I'm asleep!
Now wouldn't you want cash being churned into your accounts, without wishing this time if you've made
a sale and without paying a single cent for it? Course you would, you'd be crazy not to!
What you'll discover inside will shock you as it highlights systematic blueprints and mindmaps to explode
your affiliate commissions AND building your own website for ultimate success.
No more setting up Adword campaigns, tweaking, checking every 15 minutes to see if you've made a sale.
No more confusion stages to see why your budget is being wiped out and NO sales to show for it.
These are failsafe methods that ONLY you will learn to apply to every market and every niche you can
think of. These method will make your learning curve amazingly unique as it's impossible to even go
wrong and it will SAVE you years in the trenches!!!
This could ultimately be the ONLY guide you will refer to whenever you go after a market or niche. A
guide so stupidly simple yet so powerfully effective!
Are you tired of grabbing so many guides that when applied never work?
Tired of having your time sucked up time and time again and still going back to square
ONE!?
Do you need a step by step guide that will work in ANY market or niche 100% of the
time? Step 1 > Step 2 > Step 3? Do this, then do that?
Every newbie, intermediate, advanced marketer or website owner are being sucked dry. Buy the next
bandwagon hope that still teaches them ways to spend more money effectively. I mean come on ... we're
here to make money, NOT spend a crap load of hard earned cash in a couple of hours.
I've seen thousands of people coming online to get a crack at making money. They read, try, read some
more, try some more and the money never hits the bank. I know, because I've been on every bandwagon
until I thought enough B.S. is enough. That's the day I changed the HISTORY of my bank balance
as you can see ABOVE!
My first book caused a storm, a storm so powerful that the gurus, super affiliates and the BIG
corporations under-estimated the power of Google Snatch ... they are now screaming for help as I
bring out The Free Click Formula 3.0. Techniques that will allow YOU to beat them at their own game
with an advertising budget of $0!

'Mr Latif... How Can I Help YOU Today!'
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I may look like a 'tramp', dressed in ragged clothes occassionally (haha) but I can tell you now ... the
money I make from my online businesses 'TALKS!' I mean literally ... it talks.
Ever been on vacation lately? Ever checked into the PENTHOUSE? Ever traveled first-class?
For someone who has had first-hand experience ... I'll tell you what the fuss is all about!
The 'only' difference when flying First-Class from economy is ... they kiss your ass! You get a better meal
for sure, larger seats with more leg room ... and finally the total constant pestering from the hostess! 'Is
there anything else I can get you Mr Latif!'
Yes Mr Latif, Yes Sir, Please Mr Latif, anything you say Mr Latif blah blah blah...
Leave me the '@#%$' alone!
I use to sit in economy and I didn't see you sucking up to me then?
The hotels ... damn... When you walk in the 'second' time round to a 'classy' hotel (the 'first' time, they
don't know you and they 'totally' blank you), 'Mr Latif ... Welcome to the 'NAME' hotel', I'm the manager
here and DO let me know if I can assist to 'increase' the pleasure of your stay!' Is this guy trying to get
me 'hookers' for the night?
Even my bank ?... every person in my 'local' branch knows my name!
Can you see what's happened to my life when I applied my Free Click Formula 3.0?
Even when I go shopping in my ragged doll clothes, the sales person always says ... 'We can get you 0%
credit' and that really cheeses me off! Just because off my clothing I want credit? So I smirk and say
'NO... I'm paying cash!'
That really changes the tone of the sales person...
But it's ALL about satisfaction! Will you feel satisfied if you could do anything and everything when ever
you pleased? Wine and dine at the best resturants in the world? Buy your partner anything under the
sun? Will you feel satisifed if you didn't get 'shivers' down your spine every time you see a price tag?
Do you wish to travel first class and feel appreciated on board or would you prefer to be cramped in the
'economy class' on an 8 hour flight where the hostess really doesn't give a damn!?

The 'Real' Traffic Game
Ok let me be clear cut about what you're about to get access to...
You will finally capitalize on traffic techniques the gurus tell you half the story to
You will learn to hook your bait across THOUSANDS of sites
Heard of OPM (other people's money)? What about OPW (OTHER PEOPLE
WEBSITES)?
How you will be able to get visitors from one corner of the planet to your corner of the
world STRATIGICALLY
How to CONVININCE people to follow you ALL the w-a-y BACK to your site and pay
YOU
Ultimate call to action strategies with diagrams
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and much, much more...
• FREE traffic sources and how to exploit them for maximum ever lasting results.
• Blueprints, diagrams, flowcharts and mindmaps for connecting the dots to how to get an avalanche of
FREE traffic
That's as precise as I can get. Would you rather open 'vague' material to waste your precious time once
again still trying to figure it out? Well I'm making it as precise as possible as I use these 'SAME'
techniques myself!

Ok Latif ... I Get The Picture ... How Much???
Now I bet now you're extremely worried about the price tag ...
Well you should be as JUST to reveal 'a proportion' of what I am about to reveal to you sells for over a
$1,000. Plus I'm sure you've noticed several coaching programs that you could never afford at this stage
in your life.
I'm making money or should I say I've 'made' money. You CAN hire me but trust me it's going to be w-a-y
out of your budget! I've shown you several of my web stats, the EXACT traffic, my online
money accounts and my offline checks.
So I'm not going to beat around the bush as I know you're eager to get started ... The price today is JUST
$197.
Seems high? Now I can feel the frustration in your eyes like I use to get when I saw a price tag ... you
want to give it ago but asking $197 is too much. Remember this is going to be the ONLY clear cut
program you're going to witness on the web for a very long time. So...
The price at $97 is reasonable ... as $97 is my FINAL price! Click here to get started NOW...
This is going to be the 'best' investment you'll ever make in your 'life' and for your business as well. Okay
I'm being a bit biased now. But if you want to wait for the 'next' bandwagon or waste it on Adwords
anyway then it's YOUR choice!?

Unconditional Money Back Guarantee
So I'm not going to say you definitely need this or you should consider buying my explosive to the point
step by step book as it may not be for you. I know the techniques that I will reveal to you ... WORK ...
PERIOD! No if's or but's as it's 100% part of my online success.
But still I'm going to give you 56 days to try it out. You will conquer Google and other Top 100 sites in the
world and if you're not happy, ask for a refund! No questions!
Easier than it sounds?
Try it at MY risk for 56 days, not happy, send it back for a no quibble money back guarantee. Is that fair
enough?
Everything you need to know to start making money finally without a BUDGET is all inside with step by
step blueprints, mindmaps, flowchart, diagrams to ensure your SUCCESS! Even a 7 year old can do this
as it's that easy.
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CLICK HERE TO ACCESS
GOOGLE SNATCH 2 INSTANTLY
Order via ClickBank's secure payment servers with
either a credit card or Paypal. Instant download.
Now I'm not going to insult your intelligence as I clearly DON'T do bonuses, especially PLR (private label
right) products. But I want to make the effort to help you get started. So I'm going to go the extra MILE!
I'm going to give you a special, straight to the point report called 'FREE Targeted Traffic!' Now let me
explain what it's about. Like you already know I have worked online for many years and over those years
I add 'hard-hitting' resources to my arsenal ALL the time AND I never share these with anyone.
But on this occassion, inside the FREE Targeted Traffic report I will reveal to you, where YOUR customer
is! Does that mean anything to you? Okay let me explain it ...

I will show you where you can get all the FREE Targeted
Traffic to your site WITHOUT paying for it. For
example I will show you where the visitors to a website can
be matched with your product or service. Imagine how
much money you will make knowing where to EXACTLY go
to get your customers??!!

I wrote this bonus myself and you won't find it off the shelf. The power it will reveal will more than
QUADRUPLE the investment you make for 'The FREE Click Formula 3.0!'

Plus I'll throw in the Guru's Success Formula
for FREE! The same technique they use over
and over again to create multi-million dollar
empires. However don't tell them I TOLD YOU!

Now like I said earlier, these are the same techniques I've mastered and I crank out 7 figures every year.
If you follow the book step by step, it's impossible to go wrong even to start on at least 6 figures a year
or even 5. Whatever you are comfortable with!
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The book breaks down the techniques, which sites bring IN the free traffic and how to connect the dots
together for server blowing traffic.
I know I'll selling thousands of copies within 24 hours. It doesn't make a slight dint to your success if 1
person has these secrets or 100,000. This works regardless in any niche or market. Get your hands on
this before your competitors, try it risk-free on my back for 56 days and annihilate them.
AND ... I'll also send you free updates of any new developments I make. How's that for
going the EXTRA MILE? Will a guru ever do that for you?
So now you clearly have 2 choices...
You can go back to listening to guru buddies who will make you grow OLD trying and never make any
real money. Or go back to Adwords, splash out on ads, look at your gross and then count your penny
PROFITS...
OR
You can grab a copy of my step by step Free Click Formula 3.0 (within minutes) at this ridiculous low
launch price and read the 'real juice'.
If you're serious about making money and actually want to see it seamlessly flow into your account
every month then you don't need to think too hard.

YOU CAN'T LOSE AT $297 $197 $97
CLICK HERE TO DOWNLOAD!
There are 8 blueprints and 8 mindmaps, a master mindmap each valued at $297 PLUS you will NEVER
find them available anywhere on the internet and The FREE Click Formula 3.0 ... and most of all nobody
wants you to know the real formula to success and that's a FACT!!! It may sound harsh and nobody cares
about your success but you're about to find out within minutes from a non-guru!
So what do you get overall?

The Free Click Formula 3.0

$297

$2,367
8 Step by Step Blueprints
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8 Systematic Mindmaps

The FREE Targeted Traffic
Report - Bonus

Success Business Formula
Mindmap, the formula used
by Internet GURUS!!!

The MASTER Mindmap connecting ALL
mindmaps together for the ultimatum
strategy!

$2,367
(297x8)

$197

$97

$397

$5,740

Everyone will buy these secrets for ONE reason and that is to make money. Techniques that grabs
people instantly across the web, with credit cards in their hand, without spending a single dime on
advertising to get them there.
Overall it’s a win-win situation for YOU. So why should you think twice about your win-win situation as
you are not standing to lose anything by taking advantage of my secrets!
Latif
P.S. The material truely is an eye-opener. When you thought you could never do it ... I will change that to
you WILL ... if you do it! I will increase the price very soon as I'm practically giving it away at $297
$197 $97!!
So you surely don't need to be reminded to take acton as otherwise you know you will regret for NOT
taking action sooner!! Take Action Now! Secure YOUR Low Priced Copy Now Before I Increase IT
or worse take it off the shelf!
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The FREE Click Formula 3.0

PRIORITY ORDER FORM

YES! Sign me up to Google Snatch 2 and show me how to get
all the FREE traffic I need for my website(s).
YES! I want to learn how to make money from Google with a clear
& easy to implement & understand system.
YES! I want the EXACT methods you use to make money online
using your mindmaps & blueprints!
YES! I want to try your 56 day risk free trial, where I will discover
for sure IF Google Snatch 2 really is 'The FREE Click Formula 3.0'

Click here to get INSTANT access to
Google Snatch 2 - The FREE Click Formula 3.0

© 2007 GSnatch 2. All rights reserved
* Google is the trademark of Google Inc. and is in no way associated or affiliated with GSnatch2.com.

Disclaimer
Affiliates Make Money - Click here!
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